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ABSTRACT

In this paper we discuss the use of an innovative SIM simulator, called SIMsim, to perform end-to-end simulations of
the SIM mission. The inputs to the simulator are a physically-based parameterization of the major SIM error sources and
the output is the mission astrometric accuracy for various observing scenarios such as narrow-angle (NA) and wide-angle
(WA) observations. The primary role of SIMsim is to validate the SIM astrometric error budget (AEB), but it is also being
used to study a variety of mission performance issues as well as being a test-bed for prototype data reduction algorithms.
SIMsim is giving us confidence that the SIM AEB is a valid estimate of mission performance. It also is illustrating where
analytical formulas for estimating certain effects breakdown and a numerical approach has to be adopted.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In a previous SPIE paper1 the SIMsim simulator and its application to grid simulations was described. At that time the
spacecraft design simulated was the SIM "classic" design. In the current paper we concentrate on presenting results
from recent narrow-angle (NA) and wide-angle (WA) simulations, using the adopted SIM "reference" design, as well as
describing the significant enhancements made to SIMsim. The aim of the Space Interferometer Mission (SIM) is make
astrometric measurements of target sources with a relative astrometric accuracy of 1 microarcseconds for NA observations
and absolute astrometric accuracy of 4 microarcseconds for WA observations. One of the main goals of our simulations
has been to examine if such accuracies can be achieved.

2. SIM DESCRIPTION
An image of the SIM spacecraft (L19 reference design) is shown in Fig. 1. There are several major differences between
this design and the SIM classic design it replaced. Notably the metrology kite structure is absent in the new design, which
has only 1 science baseline. The current SIM spacecraft configuration is composed of 5 sensor sub-systems:
Science interferometer. Target, grid and reference stars are observed on the science interferometer and delays are
measured.
2 Guide interferometers. Guide star delays are measured on the two guide interferometers. Combining the guide
delay data with the external metrology data allows the orientation of science baseline to be determined. The guide
interferometers to a good approximation are parallel to the science interferometer.
Roll Sensor. Data from this sensor is needed so that the the full 3D spacecraft geometry can be determined in inertial
space.
Internal metrology system. Used to measure the path difference between both arms of the science interferometer.
External metrology system. Used to determine all interferometer baseline lengths as well as the orientation of the
science interferometer relative to the guide interferometers in a spacecraft-basedreference frame.
The SIMsim simulator models each of these sensor sub-systems.
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Figure 1. SIM spacecraft figure (L19 reference design).

3. SIMSIM DESCRIPTION
At its heart SIMsim is a set of three C programs that create perfect simulated sensor data ("SIMsimGEN"), perturb that
data with a variety of errors ("SIMsimPERT") and subsequently reduce that data to determine the measured interferometer
delay on a fixed baseline during an integration time ("SIMsimDP). Many of these delays, collected for a given target
over the mission lifetime, are then analyzed by a fourth C program ("SIMsimANA") to obtain an estimate of the source
position, its motions, and errors in these quantities. This determines the mission astrometric accuracy. SIMsim is an endto-end simulator in that the simulated sensor data it creates are the primary SIM observables (science and guide delays as
well as metrology measurements) and its output product is the astrometric positions of target stars in the simulations.

4. SIMSIM INSTRUMENT MODEL
The SIMsim instrument model adds various errors to the simulated sensor data. Such errors include:
Poisson noise errors due the finite stellar magnitudes.
Linear drifts, random walks, and biases to all the delay measurements on all the interferometers and the metrology
gauges.
Spacecraft truss deformation.
Field dependent errors over the science field of view (which are modeled as a set of Zernike polynomials).
Various second order terms such as roll offset, roll knowledge, parallelism, and ACS motion.
Table 1 provides a list of the instrument parameters we model along with their values used for the simulation presented
in this paper. To allow sufficiently high SNR to be built up over the time-scale on which a star is observed (typically 30
seconds) on the science interferometer all the delays measurements on timescales less than this (in the simulations for this
paper we sampled the delays every 0.1 or 0.01 seconds) are converted to those which would be predicted to be observed on a
common reference baseline called the regularized baseline. This process of converting the measured delay to a regularized
delay that can be integrated introduces delay errors if there are any star catalog errors or any errors in determining the
spacecraft attitude.

5. SIMSIM AUTOMATION DESCRIPTION
Surrounding the four core C programs is a set of Per1 scripts and C programs that allow many Monte-Carlo simulations to
be undertaken so that adequate error statistics can be determined.

Table 1. Input parameters used for the NA and WA simulations presented in this paper

Parameter
Name

Value

Comments

sci an
sci~an-wlk
sci-lin-drft

30 pm in 300s
45 pm in 90s
250 pm in 90s

for 10th magnitude star
1.75 multiplier

guideI a n
guide~an-wlk
guidelin-drft

12 pm in 300s
45 pm in 90s
250 pm in 90s

for 7th magnitude star
1.75 multiplier

extmet~an
extmet~an-wlk
extmet-lindrft

5 pm in 300s
13 pm in 90s
65 pm in 90s

1.75 multiplier

sciencestar
guidestar

100 mas
100 mas

1-0 scheduling catalog error
1-0 scheduling catalog error

constantsci
constant-guide
absmet
parallelism

1~
2.5 pm
3~
10 lun

Sci Int Met (static)
Grid Int Met (static)
Abs Met (static) /per gauge
Parallelism (static)

fid-jitter
acs
roll-offset
roll-error

1 nm
0.2 arcsec
12 prad
100 mas

fiducial jitter
1-o over 100 sec
Gimbal1 error

truss-defmodel
truss-deformationl
truss-deformation2

exponential
0.4 p n in 90s
4 pm in 3600s

deformation = a(1- e-'lb)
deformation in tl
deformation in t:!

wax4
waz5
wax6
waz7
waz8
wax9
w a z 10

170 pm RMS
170 pm RMS
170 pm RMS
60 pm RMS
60 pm RMS
60 pm RMS
60 pm RMS

z(r,8) = 2 sin(28)
~ ( r , 8=
) 2r2 - 1
~ ( r0), = r2cos(20)
~ ( r8), = r3 sin(38)
~ ( r8), = 3r3sin(0) - 2r sin(0)
z(r, 8) = 3r3cos(8) - 2rcos(8)
~ ( r8), = r3cos(38)

readnoise

5 counts

Figure 2. Field of regard for first two tiles in NA simulation.

6. OBSERVATION TYPES
The SIM mission will undertake three different types of observations:
Grid star observations, leading to a global sky catalog
Narrow-angle astrometric observations
Wide-angle astrometric observations
SIM undertakes these observations by observing many tiles throughout its nominal 5-year mission life-time. A tile is
a set of observations with a fixed field center and several different types of star observed during its duration. A typical tile
lasts about 1 hour has a 5-minute startup time to allow for tile-to-tile slew and settling down, followed by many 30 second
stellar observations separated by typically 30 seconds setup times. Grid stars are observed in every tile, and all the grid
star observations over the mission lifetime are used to determine an astrometric grid to which all others observations are
ultimately referenced. NA and WA observations are the primary scientific observation modes and will be described in the
next two sections.

7. NARROW-ANGLE SIMULATIONS
In NA observations of a given target, the target and a set of reference stars that surround it are observed for multiple tiles
(in our simulations we use 100 tiles) spread out over the mission lifetime. The first stage of the SIMsim automation is to
schedule the observations, which includes selecting the guide stars to be used on the guide interferometers. Fig. 2 shows the
science interferometer field of regard (FOR) for the first two tiles of a narrow angle simulation. The FOR has a full-width
of 15". One of the guide stars is near the edge of the FOR; the other is 105" away. Five grid stars are also plotted as is the
narrow angle target located at the tile center surrounded by five references stars. The project baseline orientation is shown
by the solid line whereas as the dashed line is the baseline orientation we desired. The exact desired baseline orientation is
not obtained due to the fact that there are only a finite number of guide stars, and meeting the guide star constraints forces
the baseline orientation away from its desired value. In order to constrain the target position a range of projected baseline
orientations is used. For the first two tiles we see that the projected baselines are 90" apart.

-

Fig 3 shows the observing schedule for the first 20 tiles of the NA simulation. The different heights of the blocks
correspond to different stars. Following a 5 minute slew and settling time at the start of each tile, the five grid stars are
observed, followed by alternating reference and target star observations. Finally all the grid stars are re-observed at the end
of each tile.
From an analysis of the delays and metrology measurements the target star star differentia1 astrometric error can be
determined. By differential astrometric error we mean the error (standard deviation) on the 1D position determined from
any tile along the direction parallel to the baseline. Since for any given tile there is only a single science baseline orientation,
we can determine only the source position parallel to the baseline orientation for that tile; we are unable to constrain the
position perpendicular to the baseline.

Time from start of tile (rninm)

Figure 3. Schedule for first 12 tiles in NA simulation. G = Grid star, R = reference star, and T = target star. Width of each block is length
of time star is observed and height denotes which star of a particular type is being observed.

In Fig 4 we compare the differential astrometric errors obtained using our SIMsim simulations with the values maintained by the project in the astrometric error budget (AEB). For each box with a number by it, the top number was obtained
with our simulations, and the bottom number in parentheses is that used by the project in the AEB. Note that we are
able to run our simulator with only a subset of the instrument parameters being used, which allows us to determined subcomponents of the AEB. In general, we obtain good agreement between the results of o w simulations and the project
AEB.

8. WIDE-ANGLE SIMULATIONS
In the previous section we investigated narrow angle simulations in which the target is surrounded by a set of reference stars.
The use of these reference stars allows a differential astrometric error of 1 pus to be obtained. In wide-angle observations,
the global astrometric error for a target (which can be located anywhere over the field of regard) is determined. By global
astrometric error we mean the difference in position between the true target position and that derived from the simulated
observations. In our software, we call the global astrometric error dpos (for difference in position). In the absence o f "
any systematic errors dpos is expected to be Rayleigh distributed. However, our WA simulations enable us to test for the
presence of systematic errors. In this case we simulate observations for 40 wide-angle targets selected at random over the
field of regard. Fig 5 shows the first two tiles in the WA simulation. Like the NA tiles in Fig 5 one of the two grid stars is
located near the edge of the tile. For these simulations the grid stars are arranged in a hexagon with one extra grid located
at the center of the tile.

8.1. The 7

+ n Observing Mode

One critical question that we have addressed for wide-angle observations is, how many times do we have to observe the
grid stars in each tile? For the NA observations we observed every grid star twice, once at the beginning and once at the
end of every tile. For the seven grid stars that are in our WA tiles observing each one at the beginning and the end of each
tile we call the 7 7 observing mode. In general it is desirable to have as few grid star observations as possible so that
more target star observations can be undertaken. Indeed it has been suggested that a 7 1 observing mode is suitable for
SIM with all seven grid stars observed at the start of each tile and only 1 grid star observed at the end of each tile.

+

+

We decided to examine this problem in more detail and in particular to determine the mean global astrometric error
n observing mode. This mean error value is obtained by performing many MonteCarlo simulations so that it can be well determined. The black curve on Fig 6 shows the how the mean global astrometric
(< dpos >) as a function of n in the 7

+
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Figure 4. Comparison of SIMsim results with project AEB.

Figure 5. Field of regard for first two tiles in WA simulation.
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Figure 6. Global astrometric error as a function of n for 7 n observing mode (solid curve) and 7 + n l n 7 (dashed curve).
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Figure 7. Schedule for first 12 tiles in WA simulation using 7
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error depends on the value of n in the 7 n observing mode. As can be seen for the desired 7 1 observing mode dpos is
l o p s , which exceeds the requirement of 5 p s by a factor of 2. The actual requirement is 4 p s for the ID standard
1
error (IS). Under the assumption that dpos is Rayleigh distributed, this leads to a mean dpos value of (;)zo, which is
5 . 0 1 ~for
s o=4ps.
N

However, for the 7 + 1 observing mode the assumption that dpos is Rayleigh is completely invalid. Our simulations
revealed that the global astrometric error strongly depends on the linear drift model that we use. If the linear drift in
either the guide or metrology measurements is correlated from tile-to-tile then there is a large systematic error. As the
black curve in Fig 6 shows, if the standard 7 n observing mode is used, this systematic error can be removed only when
n = 7. Consequently, the presence of such correlated linear drift is a serious impediment to reaching the required global
astrometric error unless each grid star is observed twice.

+

8.2. The 7

+ n / n + 7 Observing Mode
+

+

In order to solve this problem we developed what we call the 7 n/n 7 observing mode. In this mode for half the tiles
we observe seven grid stars at the start and n at the end (7 n tiles), while for the other half we observe n grid stars at the
start and seven at the end of each tile (n 7 tiles). We call this the 7 n/n 7 observing mode and a 7 n tile a foreword
tile and an n + 7 tile a reverse tile. The dashed curve on Fig 6 shows how the global astrometric error depends on n in the
7 nln 7 observing mode. As can be seen the 7 1 1 1 7 observing mode is as good as the 7 7 observing strategy.
This 7 + 1/ 1 + 7 observing mode removes the systematic errors that can be introduced by linear drift without having to
observe every grid star twice.
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The difference in the schedules between the 7 1 and 7 1 1 1 7 observing modes are illustrated in Figs 7 and 8,
which show the schedules for the first 12 tiles for the two different observing modes. In Fig 7 we see that for each tile
seven grid stars are observed followed by 40 targets and finally the central grid star is re-observed. All stars are observed
in the same sequence for every tile. Consequently, if Ati is the time difference between when the i-th target star and the
seven grid stars are observed, and if .t. is the typical linear drift on the guide delay and metrology measurements, then the
mean global astrometric error for the i-th target is given by:
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Figure 8. Schedule for first 12 tiles in WA simulation using 7

where c is the speed of light and b is the science baseline length ( x lorn). In contrast the schedule for the first 12 tiles
for the 7 + 111 + 7 observing mode is shown in 8. In this observing mode it is decided at random whether any given tile
will be a forward or reverse tile. If the time difference between the i-th target and the seven grids stars for a forward tile
is At,!+' and for a reverse tile is At;+7 then it can be shown that the mean global position error for the i-th target dposi is
given by:

As can seen from Fig 8 the target observing sequence is reversed for a reverse tile compared to foreword tile. Consequently, At,!+'+ = -At:+7 and hence:

+

+

In practice < dposi7+'1'f > must be greater than zero due to random errors, but nevertheless the 7 1/ 1 7 observing
mode enables a potentially serious systematic error to be completely eliminated. The discovery of this new observing
mode was only made possible by running simulations and examining their results. In fact, the standard SIM AEB makes
the assumption that there are no systematic errors. Such errors can never be revealed by just examining the differential
astrometric error. Only the global astrometric error is a good and powerful diagnostic of systematic errors.

9. CONCLUSIONS
The end-to-end SIM mission simulator SIMsim can now be used to examine all the three major types of SIM observations
(grid, NA, and WA). Our previous paper1 introduced SIMsim and discussed grid simulations. In this paper we described
the results of recent NA and WA simulations. The NA simulations enabled us to verify the differential AEB whereas the
WA simulation revealed the presence of serious systematic global errors due to correlated linear drift when the standard
7 + 1 observing mode is used. Our simulations led us to considers a new observing mode (the 7 + 1/ 1 + 7 observing mode)
in which systematic linear drift global errors can be completely eliminated.
We are continuing to develop SIMsim with the aim to combine all the three different types of simulations into a single
simulation so that the desired SIM operating procedure 'all science all the time' can be truly simulated from end-to-end.
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